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QUESTION 1

Which of the following must happen before the Big SQL EXPLAIN command can execute? 

A. Run the ANALYZE command 

B. Set the COMPATIBILITY_MODE global variable 

C. Execute the SET HADOOP PROPERTY command 

D. Call the SYSPROC.SYSINSTALLOBJECTS procedure 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://developer.ibm.com/hadoop/docs/biginsights-ibm-open-platform/getting-started/tutorials/ big-sql-
hadoop-tutorial/getting-started-with-big-sql-4-0-lab-6-understanding-and-influencing-data-plans/ 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements are TRUE regarding the use of Data Click to load data into BigInsights? (Choose
two.) 

A. Big SQL cannot be used to access the data moved in by Data Click because the data is in Hive 

B. You must import metadata for all sources and targets that you want to make available for Data Click activities 

C. Connections from the relational database source to HDFS are discovered automatically from within Data Click 

D. Hive tables are automatically created every time you run an activity that moves data from a relational database into
HDFS 

E. HBase tables are automatically created every time you ran an activity that moves data from a relational database into
HDFS 

Correct Answer: CE 

Reference: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.dataclick.doc/topics/hivetables.html 

 

QUESTION 3

For a customer satisfaction application, a large eCommerce company is loading click stream data into MySQL and
running Cognos Reports which are accessed by 50 plus customer service reps (CSR). The IT team decided to move the
application to the new BigInsights-based Hadoop cluster and load the data into a Hive Warehouse and run the queries.
Which one of the following would enable them to reuse the SQL queries without extensive rewrite? 

A. Pig 

B. NoSQL 

C. HiveQL 
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D. Big SQL 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A large Telecom company wants to store data from multiple databases into Hadoop. They plan to do bulk loads of data
into Hadoop and run analytical queries. Which data store would be ideal for this scenario? 

A. Hive 

B. HBase 

C. BigSheets 

D. Apache Spark 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://developer.ibm.com/recipes/tutorials/big-data-and-hadoop-on-ibm-cloud/ 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is NOT TRUE regarding InfoSphere Streams composite operators that are annotated as
consistent regions? 

A. Disconnected subgraphs within the composite participate in the consistent region 

B. The composite operator and the reachability graph of the composite operator participate in a single consistent region 

C. Merging composite operators into a single consistent region can yield unexpected results and is therefore not
recommended 

D. Operators outside of the composite may participate in the consistent region if they are within the composite\\'s
reachability graph 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSCRJU_4.0.0/com.ibm.streams.dev.doc/doc/
consistentcompositeoperators.html 
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